Chap. 3 – Key Elements
Discounting

Dynamic
Efficiency

Discounting
Discounting

Metrics
(esp. NPV)

Ground Water
Depletion
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Discounting
discount rate
≡ time value of money
≡ rate of time preference
≠ interest rate
≠ inflation rate
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Discounting
Rate of Time Preference
has 2 components
Pure impatience
you’d rather have $ today
Consumption smoothing
you’d rather not have disparate
consumption levels in different segments of
your life
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Discounting
consumption smoothing
Utility
Ub

UI

Ua

I
Ia

I
Ib

Income
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Discounting
Example issues
Should a particular project
be built?
more generally, when is
the optimal building time?
Should a conservation
investment be undertaken?
What’s the optimal rate of
ground water mining?
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Discounting
T

Dynamic centerpiece: NPV = ∑

t=0

NB t

(1+d)t

Individual agents have private rates of time
preference that should be applied in private
decision making.
What of social decision making?
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Discounting
One School of Thought (OCC)
Opportunity cost of capital argument
Social investments, like dams, are paid for by
private agents even if the source is tax money.
So the SDR should be based on PDRs.
How might this be done in practice?
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Discounting
in practice:
m0%

observe a market rate
remove inflationary component (i)

1+m0 = (1+m1)(1+i)

remove risk premium (r)

1+m1 = (1+m2)(1+r)

account for tax revenues that have been
generated by private sector investments; if
gov’t is going to take private money, it’s
going to lose the associated tax receipts

m2 = (1-t1)(1-t2)m3
sdr = m3

According to the OCC argument
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Discounting
Countering School of Thought
low weight to distant future is troubling
(1+0.06)-50 = 0.054
(1+0.06)-100 = 0.00295

1/18
1/339

What are the underlying issues?
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Discounting
Ethical & technical counterpoints
Can we rely on market-observed discount rates to
inform us about a social discount rate even after
making the adjustments on the prior table?
1. People often don’t do a good job of
providing for their futures. Are their
discount rates too high for their own good?
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Discounting

(counterpoints)

2. Setting aside resources & making investments
for the good of future people is a nonrival good.
We all receive satisfaction, so independent action
underprovides for future people.
Using a lower SDR could be corrective because it
would encourage policies & projects that are
beneficial to future people.
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Discounting

(counterpoints)

3. Observed market rates (m0) emerge in a
marketplace where future people own nothing.
If we granted them some property or income
(today) and pretended they could trade (today),
wouldn’t market rates of discount be lowered?
They care about the future so now they’ll spend any
wealth to advance future interests. Thus, ... (fill in blank).
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Discounting

(counterpoints)

4. Contrary to “exponential” discounting (such
as applied in NPV), people seem to apply higher
discount rates to sooner decisions.
So, if market rates are the result of “sooner”
decision making, are they too high?
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Discounting
Compelling Conclusions
sdr < pdr
but by how much?
The discrepancy increases with
longer planning horizons.
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Discounting
Compelling Actions
No worries when advising purely private
decision making. The pdr is what it is.
Little worries for intermediate-run social
decision making (time horizons < 40 years).
For longer run social decisions (ground water
depletion, some supply enhancements and
conservation measures), select a declining
schedule such as the textbook one:
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Discounting
Compelling Actions
3.5% for years 0-50
2.5% for years 51-100
1.5% for years 101-200
0.5% for years 201-300
0% for years 301+
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Discounting
“11. Discount rate is always an important factor in project
evaluation. The federal government mandates a rate for water
project evaluation (currently at a real rate of 4.875%). The
State of California has adopted a real rate of 6% for waterrelated planning, including plan formulation analysis of
surface storage projects such as NODOS. Does this rate seem
reasonable?”
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Dyn. Efficiency
develop 2-period depiction graphically on board
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Dyn. Efficiency
Dynamic efficiency parallels static efficiency in
that there are two levels which might be
invoked
improvements in efficiency
optimized efficiency
Focus is on NPV
Generates a new flavor of opportunity cost
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Dyn. Efficiency
MNB1
MNB0

MNB1 /(1+d)

$

$

δ0

Water

w*

w0

W
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Dyn. Efficiency
general problem:

T-1

maximize

w0,w1 ,..., wT-1

NB t (wt )
t
t=0 (1 + d)

Σ

subject to

T-1

Σ wt

= W.

t=0

general results:

MNB0 =

MNB 1
= ... = δ0
(1 + d)

The math result is easy to obtain for T=2. (Be able to; similar to return flow of Chap. 2.)
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Metrics
T

T

NPV =

∑
t=0

Bt
t
t=0 (1 + d)
BCR = T
C
Σ (1 + td) t
t=0

Σ

NBt
t

(1+d)

T

T
ANB
NBt
Solve for ANB: Σ
t = Σ
t
t=0 (1 + d)
t=0 (1 + d)

T

NBt
t
t=0 (1 + d)

IRR = d such that 0 =
Σ
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Metrics
Metric

for Dynamic
Improvements

for Dynamic
Efficiency

NPV

✓

✓

BCR

better for limited
budget situations

harder to Max

IRR

harder to calculate;
can give wrong advice

harder to Max

ANB

have to calculate
NPV first

harder to Max
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Metrics
In most situations all four metrics can provide
good service for examining whether a move/
change offers a dynamic improvement.
The same cannot be said for metrics other
than these four.
NPV clearly surpasses the others for analyzing
dynamic efficiency.
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Optimal Depletion
weird, huh?
Quest: What collection of water use amounts,
one for every period, will max NPV without
exceeding the amount of available water?
different goal than sustainability or safe yield
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Optimal Depletion
an example
the economics:

Bt (wt ) =

39

NPV( w0 , w1 , w2 , ... , w39 ) =
wt

∫

Σ

t=0

9

MBt dwt = 3.675 × 10 (1 + g)

2t

1000

Bt (wt ) - Ct (wt )
1.06 t
1
1
(1000
w)

Ct (wt ) = 50000 + 1.95wt + 0.000015w 2t
the water budget:

t

[3.21]

[3.19]

[3.20]

39

Σ wt ≤ 160000 + 40 • 27000

[3.23]

t=0
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Optimal Depletion
Results

If water is too scarce to allow aggregate
efficiency (static) to be achieved each period,
then a positive MUC (δ0) will arise.
The optimization findings will account for this
MUC and will require that MNBs in every
period be as great as MUC in that period.
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Optimal Depletion
w
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Optimal Depletion
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Overall Then
Conceptually,
The Dynamic Efficiency goal results in computable results
while accounting for future effects!
While we might argue about the weighting of future
effects, at least we’re being explicit about the weights.
The weights (discount rate) matter, so we’re concerned
about their proper level.
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Overall Then
Empirically,
It is possible to compute the important things, especially
how much water to use in the current period.
Both the economics and the hydrology can be much more
complicated than we’ve witnessed in this theory.
Typically, more complications are not a conceptual
problem, but they are empirically challenging. Real-world
dynamic analysis involves lots of programming.
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Overall Then
Policywise,
How weak might private decision making be in resolving
dynamicly efficient water use & conservation?
How far out are people thinking? Long enough?
What’s their discount rate? Same as social?
Are people entitled to what they conserve? Should they
be?
Best policy? Mandatory w0*, MUC, transferable rights?
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Other Dynamic Criteria
1. Safe Yield
multiple versions
focused on preserving physical properties which are
incomplete determinants of human welfare
often given “lip service” in literature/policy; spoken but
not truly enacted
not resolute (vague)
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Other Dynamic Criteria
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Other Dynamic Criteria
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Other Dynamic Criteria
2. Sustainability
multiple versions
some versions are like Safe Yield; other versions in the
Economics field reach beyond physical protections and
consider the welfare of future people or the uncertainty of
that welfare – effectively providing reflective counsel
about the possible shortcomings of dynamic efficiency
not resolute
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